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Abstract

In this paper we consider a tandem queueing model for a sequence of
multiplexers at the edge of an ATM network. All queues of the tandem
queueing model have unit service times. Each successive queue receives
the output of the previous queue plus some external arrivals. For the case
of two queues in series, we study the end-ta-end delay of a cell (customer)
arriving at the first queue, and the covariance of its delays at bOI.h queues.
The joint queue length process at all queues is studied in detail for the
2-queue and 3-queue cases, and we outline an approach to the case of an
arbitrary number of queues in series.

1 Introduction

In this paper we consider a queueing model for a sequence of multiplexers at
the edge of an ATM network, Our main goal is to study the influence of the
interference of traffic streams on the cell delay in tile multiplexers. In particular,
the end-to-end delay of a cell and the covariance between the delays of a cell in
successive queues are derived.

The basic model is a discrete-time model and consists of two queues in
tandem, both with unit (deterministic) service time. The output of the first
queue enters the second queue. In bOI.h queues t here are external batch arrivals.
So the input process of the second queue consists of the interference of an internal
sequence of cells and an external sequence of cells (see Fig. 1).

o -_0-
- /-

External arrivals at the two queues in successive time slots are assumed to
be independent and identicaJly distributed in each time slot. However. within
a time slot the arrivals at the two queues may be correlated. Cells are served
in first come first served order. Furthermore we assume that, when cells arrive
simultaneously at the second queue. external arrivals are served before the cell
coming from the first queue.

We look at the system at discrete time points 11. n =U. 1. 2, .... Cells arriving
in the time slot (n - 1. n) are taken into account only at. time n. The cell which
is served in the time slot (11 - 1. J7) is 1I0t. t akell into account at time n.



We are interested in the following three quantities:

• The joint queue length process in the two queues.

• The end-to-end delay of a cell arriving at the first queue.

• The covariance between the delay in the first queue and the delay in the
second queue of a cell arriving at the first queue.

In section 2 we derive an expression for the generat.ing function ¢(81' 82) of
the stationary distribution of the joint queue length process. The expression
for ¢(81, 82) is in terms of 1/;(81,82), the genera ting function of the joint arrival
process, and u, the solution for fixed 82 of the equation 81 = 11'(81,82)'

In section 3 we study the end-to-end delay of an arbitrary cell arriving at the
first queue. In section 4 we use the results of section 3 to calculate the covariance
between the delay in queue 1 and the delay in queue 2 of a cell arriving at the first
queue. A numerical example which provides some insight into the covariance
between the delays in successive queues is given. In the example, the input of
the first queue consists of two independent Bernoulli streams and in the second
queue there is interference of another independent Bernoulli stream, see Fig. 2.

In section 5 we compare the mean delay in the model with two queues in
series with the mean delay in a corresponding model with only one queue.

Because of the bursty arrival processes occu:-ring in ATM networks, we drop
the assumption of independence of arrivals in sllccessive slots in section 6. The
dependence is modelled by Markov modulation.

Finally, in section 7 we extend the analysis of section 2 to a model with more
than two queues in series.

We finish the introduction by giving a short review of related literature. In
Morrison [4] the joint queue length process of the basic model mentioned before
is analysed. In section 2 we briefly give Morrisons analysis. In [4] only the
model with two queues in tandem and independent arrivals in successive time
slots is considered. In I\10rrison [3] so-called concentrating rooted tree networks
of discrete-time single server queues with unit service time are considered. It
is shown that the network of queues may be replaced by a single queue, which
has the same output as the queue at the root of the tree. The result is applied
to the case of several queues in tandem. This leads to an expression for the
generating function of the queue length distribution in individual queues (not
of the joint queue length distribution) in the case that arrivals to different queues
are independent.

In Kaplan [1] and Shalmon and Kaplan [5] a related queueing system in
continuous time is considered. In [1] only two queues in tandem are considered,
whereas in [5] more than two queues in series are considered. The external
arrivals to the different queues are given by independent Poisson processes. An
expression is given for the steady-state joint Laplace Stieltjes transform of delays
in the successive queues that a certain cell stream passes. As a special case this
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result contains the steady-state Laplace Stieltjes transform of the end-to-end
delay of a cell arriving at a certain queue.

2 The joint queue length process

Let (Y1(n), y2(n)) be the number of external arrivals to the two queues in the n-th
time slot with, for all n, generating function

(1)

Let furthermore (Xi n), X~n)) denote the contents of the two queues at time n,
with generating function

(2)

If the mean total input rate is less than one, i.e. E(Y1(n) + yin)) < 1, then
one can show (see Morrison [4]) that a stationary distribution of the joint queue
length process exists. Let 1[.J denote the indicator function. From the equations

(3)

and
(4)

one can derive that the generating function of the stationary distribution of the
joint queue length process, ¢(51' 52) =limn _ oo ¢(n)(81, 82), satisfies

+

This is the key equation from which an expression for the generating function
¢(81,52) can be derived.

Letting 52 -+ 0 in (5) we obtain

(6)

where the subscript i denotes differentiation with respect to the i-th variable.
Because the term between square brackets in (6) does not depend on 81, we
have

(7)
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Rewriting (5) gives

S2[S1 - 'ljJ(S1,S2)]¢(S1,S2) =1,!J(Sl,S2)'

[S2(S2 - 1)¢(S1, 0) + (S1 - S2)¢(0, S2) + (S1 - S2)(S2 - 1)¢(0, 0)]. (8)

Now we use that, by Rouche's theorem, the equation S1 - 'ljJ(Sl, S2) = 0, for
fixed IS21 < 1, has a unique root within the unit circle, say a = a(s2)' Since the
function ¢(S1,S2) for IS21 < 1 is analytic, also the righthandside of (8) must be
zero for Sl =u. Hence we have

(9)

It remains to determine the constant ¢(O,O). Letting S2 -> 1 in (9) and using
u(1) = 1 gives

l,h(I,O) 1
¢(0,1) = .p(0, 0) 'ljJ(0, 0) 1 _ a'(I) (10)

Furthermore, by letting S2 - 1 in (8) we get the well-known result for the
generating function of the stationary queue length distribution of a single queue

(11 )

Letting Sl -> 1 in (11) gives ¢(O, 1) = 1 - ~)1(1, 1). Hence ¢(O, 0) is determined
because from a = 'l{'(a, S2) we have (1'(1) = V'llI, l)a'(l) + V'2(1, 1) and hence

71'., (II)
a' (1) = 'r- ,

1 - ~'lll.I)
(12)

Combination of (7),(8),(9),(10) and (12) gives liS an explicit expression for
the generating function ¢(Sl , S2), i.e. we have

[1 _ 'ljJ 1 ( 1, 1) _ 'ljJ2 ( 1, 1)] (1 - S 2 )V, (S 1 , S 2 ) .

i{>(Sl, S2) - S1

['ljJ(Sl,O) Sl-S2 1/'(a,O)]
'ljJ(l,O) - a-s2 '~'(I,O)'

(13)

In particular, for the generating function of the stationary queue length distri
bution in the second queue we have

(14)
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For the mean content EX1 in queue 1 we find

EX -EY E[Y1(Y1 -1)]
1 - 1 + 2( 1 - EYI) .

For the mean content EX2 of queue 2 we find the following expression:

(15)

+

EY~ _ E[Y2 CY2 - 1)]
~ 2EY2

1h(I,O) (1'''(1)(1- Ey1 )2

.,p(1,0) + 2EY2(l - EY1 - EY2)
(16)

Differentiation of (1' = .,p( (1',82) yields

and hence

(1''' (1) E[Y2(Y2 - 1)] + 2E[Y Y~] EY2
1 - EY1 1 - (1 - EYd 2

E )' )"+ E[Y (Y _ ])"] ( '2-
1 1 (1 _ Ey

l
)3

(17)

+

.,pl(I,O) + EY) + E[Y2(Y2 - 1)]
.,p(I, 0) 2(1 - EY1 - EY2)

E[1'11'2] E[Yi(Y1 -1)] EY2
1 - E1'1 - EY2 + 2( 1 - EY1) . 1 - EY1 - EY2

(18)

So far we followed the analysis by I\'Iorrison [4]. In the rest of this paper we
shall concentrate on the following four questions:

• What is the end-to-end delay of a cell arriving at the first queue?

• What is the covariance between the delay in queue 1 and the delay in
queue 2 of this cell?

• Can one extend the result t.o syst.ems where t.he arrivals in successive time
slots are dependent?

• Can one extend the result.s to systems wit.h more than two queues in series?

3 End-to-end delay

Let J{ be an arbitrary cell arriving at the first. queue. In this section we shall
concentrate on the end-to-end delay of J(. As preparation, we first study the
joint distribution of VI, the number of cells arriving before J{ in the same time
slot as J{ at the first queue, and V2 , the number of ext.ernal cells arriving in
the same time slot as J{ at the second queue. Let. ,(81,82) = E(8fl 8~2) be the
generating function of the joint distribution of (Ul, V2 ).
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Lemma 1

(19)

Proof: Let Uo be the total number of cells (including f{) arriving at the first
queue in the same time slot as J{. Then

and

ko . P(YI = ko,Y:? = kz)
E(Yr)

ko =I,2, ... , k: z =O,l, ... , (20)

P(U1=klIUo=ko,U2=kz)=kl, k1 =0,1, ... ,ko -1. (21)
'0

The lemma follows by a straightforward calculation from (20) and (21).

In particular, for the first moment of [11 and U2 we find

E(Ur)
E(1'dY1 - 1])

2E(Y1 )

E(1'11'2 )

E(1'd

(22)

(23)

Next, define Xi as the number of cells present in queue i, i = 1,2, at the
beginning of the time slot in which ]( arrives. Of course, the joint generating
function of(X1,XZ) equals ¢(SI,S2)' Furthermore, define Xl as the number of
cells in queue 1 before f{ at the end of the time slot in which f{ arrives, and X2

as the number of cells in queue 2 at the end of the time slot in which f{ arrives.
Let ¢(Sl,8Z) be the joint generating function of ('\'1,;\'2)'

Leuuua 2

'Y(SI, S2){ ~[¢(SI' S2) - 6(81,0) - q)(O, 52) + <p(0, 0))
51

+ ~[<p(O, SZ) - ¢(O, 0)] + S2 [9(81,0) - <p(0, O)J + tf;(0, On. (24)
82 81

Proof: We have
(25)

and
Xz = X 2 - I[X2 > OJ + I[X 1 > OJ + [1z. (26)

Now the results follows analogous to formula (5). (Remark the resemblance
between (3), (4) and (25),(26)).

Finally, define Zi, i =1,2, as the delay of ]\' in queue i, with joint generating
function X(Sl,8Z) =E(sf15~2),
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Lemma 3

(27)

Proof: We have Zj =XI and

X,+I
Z2 = X2 - 1[X2 > 0] + L Y2(ii,

i=1

(28)

where yJi), i = 1,2, ... , are i.i.d. random variables with generating function
?jJ(1, s). Equation (28) follows by changing the order of service in the second
queue. In the first time slot after the time slot in which K arrives, one of the
cells present in the second queue, if any, is served. In subsequent time slots cells
arriving from queue 1 at queue 2 are immediately served in queue 2. Hence
the only cells present in queue 2 at the arrival moment of K at queue 2, are
those already present at the end of the time slot in which K arrived at queue 1,
possibly -1, plus the external arrivals to queue 2 during the stay of K in queue
1. (Remember that we assume that, when cells arrive simultaneously at the
second queue, external arrivals are served before t.he cell coming from queue 1.)

From (28) we have
00 00

"'''' - - zz- -X(Sl,S2) = L L P(X1 = XI,X2 = x2)E(sl's2'jXI = XI,X2 = X2)
x,=O X2=O

00

L P(XI = Xl"\'2 = O)s~'U'(l.s2y,+1
x,=O

00 00

+ L L P("."l = Xl, ;\'2 = J;2)8~' S?-I7j'(l, S2y,+1
x,=Ox2=1

Combination of the Lemma's 1,2 and 3 gives an expression for X(SI' S2) in
terms of 4>(SI, S2) and ?jJ(SI' S2)' Furthermore, for the end-to-end delay Z =
ZI + Z2 with generating function T(S) := E(sz), we have 7(S) = X(s, s).

4 Covariance between delays

The result in the previous section enables us to find an expression for the co
variance between the delay in queue 1 and the delay in queue 2. We have

COV(ZI, Z2) = COv(X1, .Y2 ) + COV('\'I' I[.\'2 =0]) + E(Y2)\1ar(,Yd. (29)
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Of course £(1'2) = t'J2(1. 1) is a known quamity. for the other three quantities
we find after tedious calculations

and

+

, 1 wl12(1,l)= 112(1.1) - ~/d1.1)·'d1.1) T 21 _ 1.:
1
1(1.1)

+ ~ t'J2(1.1)llJ,lld1.,:) + ~ 1:'2(1.1)11-'11(1.1)2

6 (1- L'1\l, 1))- of (1- /?'I(1.1))3

~ Wll(1.0) 1- t"dL 1) - l':!(1.1) + ~ t"12(1, 1)1.011 (1.1)

2 w(1 , 0) 1-l'd1.1) ':2 (1-ud1.1))2 .

Remark that the formulas become much simpler in t.he ca"e that the arrival
processes to the two queues are independent.

Next we use a simple example to provide some insight into the correlation
between delays in successive lj,ueues, We assume that a Bernoulli stream with
parameter p passes two queues, In bot.h queues t here is interference of one other
stream. These interfering streams are also Bernoulli streams with parameter ql
and q2 respectively, see Fig. 2.

? - , I D- O -
/ /q. 0'Z

FIg. Z

All Bernoulli streams are independent of each other. Hence the generating
function of the external arrivals is given by

r:;( 81, "2) =(1 - fJ + PS1)( 1 - 1/1 + 1/1,51)( 1 - '/2 + Q2S2)·



We are interested in the correlation of the delavs in the two queues of an arbi
trary cell arriving at the first queue. For COV(Zl,Z2) and Var(Zl) (= VarXd
expressions were found before. Similarly we can find an expression for Var(Z2)'
For this example some results are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, see page 19. In
both figures p, i.e. the load of the main stream, equals 0.25. In Fig. 3 we vary
the load of the interfering stream in queue 1 for some fixed values of the load of
the interfering stream in queue 2. In Fig. 4 we vary the load of the interfering
stream in queue 2 for some fixed values of the load of the interfering stream in
queue 1. Remark that in the figures the range over which the parameters ql (in
Fig. 3) and q2 (in Fig. 4) vary, is not fixed. For example in Fig. 4 if ql =0.25, .
q2 varies from 0 to 0.5, whereas if ql = 0.74, q2 varies from 0 to 0.01. From the
figures we conclude the following:

• As expected the correlation between the delays is always positive.

• Both when q2 is varied and when qj is varied the correlation first increases,
then reaches a maximum and finally decreases again.

• In moderate traffic the correlation is not very large (:5 0.25).

• When the load in queue 1 is high and the load of the interfering stream
in queue 2 is small the correlation can be large (> 0.4).

• When the load in queue 2 tends to 1 the correlation tends to O. This
can be explained by the fact that the load in queue 1 stays away from 1.
Therefore the delay in queue 1 remains finite, whereas the delay in queue
2 tends to infinity. Hence the deJay in queue 1 has hardly any influence
on the delay in queue 2.

• When the load of the interfering stream in queue 1 (resp. queue 2) equals
othere is no delay at all in the first (resp. second) queue and hence the
correlation equals O.

5 Comparison of mean delays

In this section we compare the mean delays in the following two models. In
the first model a certain stream (called a-stream) passes two queues in tandem,
with an interfering stream (called b-stream) in the second queue. In the second
model both the a-stream and the b-stream are input streams of a single queue.
Let EZ denote the mean delay of an arbitrary cell of the a-stream in the single
queueing model and let EZ1 , resp. EZ2 , denot.e t.he mean delay of an arbitrary
cell of the a-stream in the first, resp. second, queue of the tandem queueing
model. To make the comparison fair, we assume in both models that in the case
of simultaneous arrivals, cells of the b-stream have priority above cells of the
a-stream.

9



Lemma 4 For the quantities EZ, EZ1 and EZ2, we have

EZ _ E[(Yl + Y2)(Yl + Y2 - 1)] E[Yl(Yi - 1)] E[Yl Y2J
- 2(1 - E1\ - EY2 ) + 2EYl + EYl '

E[Yl (Yl - 1)J
EZl = 2EYl (1 - EYd'

EZ = 1- EY2 [E[Y IY = 0] _ EY] + E[Y2(Y2 - 1)]
2 EYl 1 2 1 2(1 - EY1 - EY2 )

E[YI Y2J 1 - EY2 E[Y10'1 - 1)] EY2 (1 - EY2 )

+1- EYl - EY2 EY1 + 2(1- EY1 - EY2) EY1(I - EY1)

(30)

(31)

(32)

Proof: In the single queue model the delay Z of an arbitrary cell J( equals
the number of cells before f{ at the end of the t.ime slot in which I .... arrives. For
this number of cells, a formula similar to (25) can be derived with U1 replaced
by U1 + U2 . Now, formula (30) follows from (1.5), (22) and (23). Formula (31)
follows directly from (30) by putting Y2 =O. From (26) and (28) one derives

Now (32) follows from (6), (18), (19), (23) and (:31) after straightforward calcu
lations.

From Lemma 4 we conclude that

EZ - EZ = 1 - EY2[E[Y IY, = 0] _ EY _ E[Y1(Yl - I)J] (34)
2 EY1 1. 1 2(1-EY1)

and

EZ + EZ - EZ = 1- EY2 [E[Y jYo =0] _ EY J+ EY2 E[Y1(Y1 - 1)]. (35)
1 2 E'y'1 1. 1 EY1 2(1 - EY1)

We conclude that in the case of independent arrivals (i.e. E[Yl IY2 =0] =EYI),
we have

(36)

In the case of dependent arrivals, we dot not have these inequalities. For
example, if Yl = 0 or 1 with probability 1 and E[Y1IY2 = OJ > EY1, then
EZ2 > EZ, On the other hand, if Y1 = 0 or 1 with probability 1 and E[Y1IY2 =
OJ < EYl , then EZ1+ EZ2 < EZ.
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6 Dependent arrivals

In this section we extend the results of section 2 to a model in which the arrivals
in successive time intervals may be dependent. Remember that in ATM net
works we are dealing with bursty arrival processes and hence we are interested
in dependence between arrivals. The dependence is modelled by l\1arkov mod
ulation, i.e. we assume that the number of arrivals in a time interval depends
on the state of an underlying Markov chain. Let Tn, n = 1,2, ... be the Markov
chain with state space {I, 2} and transition matrix

p = ( 1 - 1'1

r2
(37)

When the Markov chain is in state i, the number of external arrivals to the two
queues has generating function \11 (i) ( S1, S2)' \IVe are interested in the steady-state
joint generating function of the queue lengths distribution when the underlying
Markov chain is in state j, j = 1,2, i.e.

(38)

Define

(39)

(40)

+

and

(
<1>(1)(SI,S2) )

<1>(SI,S2)= ,0..(2)( ).
'¥ SI, S2

Then we can prove the following analogon of (5) in the case of Markov modulated
arrivals:

1
\I1(SI, S2){ -[<1>(SI' 82) - <1>(81,0) - <1>(0, S2) + <1>(0,0)] (41)

SI
1 s?

-[<1>(0, S2) - <1>(0,0)] + --=-[<1>(SI, 0) - <1>(0,0)] + <1>(0, On·
S2 SI

This enables us to find an expression for the vector <1>( 81, S2) if we can determine
the boundary vectors <1>(SI,O), <1>(0,S2) and <1>(0,0). Letting S2 -+ 0 in (41) we
oM~n .

\I1(SI' 0)[<1>(0, 0) + lim ~(<1>(0, 82) - <1>(0,0))]
sz-o 82

\I1(SI, 0)[\11(0, O)t l<1>(O, 0). (42)

Remark that the inverse [\11(0, O)t l only exists when 1}1(l)(O, 0) :I 0, \11(2)(0,0):1
o and r1 :I 1 - T2. From now on we assume that these three conditions are
fulfilled.

11



In order to determine the boundary vector <1>( 0, S2) we need the following
lemma (see Khamisy and Sidi [2]). In [2] a single server queue with two priority
classes is considered. The analysis of this model leads to a similar equation as
(41) and hence several lemmas proved in [2] are also useful for the analysis of
our model.

Lemma 5 For a given IS21 < 1 the following equation in Sl,

sI sd(1- 1'1)\lJ(1)(Sl,S2) + (1-I'2)\lJ(2){SI,S2)]

+ (1 - 1'1 - 1'2)\lJ(1){SI, S2)\lJ(2){Sj, S2) =0 (43)

has exactly two solutions Uk = Uk(S2), k = 1,2, in the unit circle lSI I < 1.

\Ve can rewrite (41) in the form

where

det(1- I{I(SI. S2))

SI

1- ~[{1- I'J) \lJ 11 )(Sl, S2) + (1- "2)1{I(2)(Sl, S2)]
Sl

+ ~(1 - 1'1 - 1'2)1{I11)(Sl. S2 )1{I(2)(81 ' S2)
8 1

and

Since <1>(1)(81,82) is analytic in the disk Is;! < 1, i = 1,2, and J{(Uk, 82) = 0 for
k = 1,2, we have

C1(Uk, S2) {(S2 -1)<1>(l)(Uk, 0) + Uk - 82 <1>(J){0, 82)
82

+ (82 - l);~k - sJ <1>(1)(0,0)} + 1'2\lJ(2) {Uk, S2) {(S2 - 1)<1>(2)(Uk, 0)

+Uk - S2 <1>(2)(0, S2) + (S2 - l)(Uk - S2) <1>(2)(0, O)} = 0
S2 S2

12



from which the boundary functions <1>(j)(0,8:d, j = 1,2 can be expressed as
functions of <1>(j)(0, 0), j = 1,2. We could also use the equation for <1>(2)(SI' S2)
instead of <1>(1)(SI' S2) to obtain the boundary [unctions <1>(j)(0, 82), j = 1,2, but
this leads to the same results (i.e. the equations are linear dependent).

Finally we have to determine the constants <1>(j)(0, 0), j = 1,2. Let 7rj be
the limiting probability of the underlying Markov chain in state j, j = 1,2, i.e.

. ( . r3_j
7rj = hm PI' Tn =J) =---.

n-oo 1'1 + r2

Then we have the normalization condition

(45)

<1>(1)(1,0)+<1>(2)(1,0) =1-;r1(llJil)(1, 1)+1lJ~1)(1, 1))-;r2(1lJ~2)(1, 1)+1lJ~2)(1, 1)).
(46)

Furthermore we need the following lemma (see Khamisy and Sidi [2])

Lemma 6 Under the a8811mption of steady-state i.e.

the following equation m s,

82 -8[(1-rt}IlJ(1)(s, s)+(1-1'2)1lJ(2)(s, s)]+(1-I'1 -1'2)1lJ(1)(S, s)IlJ(2)(S, s) = °
(48)

has exactly two solutions 1, a =a(s), in the unit circle lsi ~ 1.

Since <1>(1)(s, s) is analytic in the disk 181 ~ 1 we have

(49)

Using (42) we can rewrite (46) and (49) in two independent linear equations in
the unknowns <1>(j\O, 0), j = 1,2 and hence we can determine <1>(j)(0, 0), j =
1,2.

7 The model with nl0re than two queues

In this section we show that the analysis of section 2 can be generalized to
models with more than two queues in series. We mainly restrict our attention
to a model with three queues. The analogon of formula (5) in the case of three
queues in series is

4>(81,S2,S3) = 7/'(81,82,83) {~[4>(81'S2,83) - 4>(SI,82,O) - 4>(0,82,83)
sl

-4>(S1, 0, 83) + 4>(SI, 0, 0) + ¢(O, S2, 0) + ¢(O, 0, S3) - 4>(0,0,0)]
83+- [4>(S1, s2, 0) - 4>(SI, 0, 0) - ¢(O, 82, 0) + 4>(0,0,0)]
s1
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82
+-[¢(81, 0, 83) - ¢(81' 0, 0) - 9(0,0,83) + 9(0,0,0)]

81 83
1

+-[¢(O, 82, 83) - ¢(O, 82, 0) - ¢(O, 0, 83) + ¢(O, 0, 0)]
82 .
82 83 ,

+-[¢(81, 0, 0) - ¢(O, 0, 0)] + -[9(0,82,0) - ¢(O, 0, 0)]
81 82

+~[¢(O, 0, 83) - ¢(O, 0, 0)] + 9(0,0, O)} .
83

Letting 82 --+ °in (50) gives

1/J(81 , 0, 83){ ~[¢(o, 0, 83) - ¢(O, 0, 0)] + ¢(O, 0,0)
83

+ (83 - 1)(1)2(0,0,0) + 92(0,0, 83)}'

This implies

and hence
1/;(81,0,0) ,

¢(81, 0, 0) = 1/'{0, 0, 0) 0(0,0,0),

Letting 83 --+ °in (50) gives

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

Note that the term within large brackets in (54) only contains ¢ functions with
zeros at both the 2nd and 3rd positions. The explanation is that, if queue 3 is
empty at the (n +1)th slot, then queue 2 must have been empty at the nth slot
while queue 3 must have had at most one customer at the nth slot. This leads to
the terms ¢(81,0,0) and 93(81,0, 0) and similar terms with 81 replaced by zero.
The same argument explains why those terms can subsequently be expressed in
¢ functions with zeros at all three positions, and why <;6(81,0,83) in (52) could
be expressed in ¢(O, 0, 83).

Substituting 81 =0 in (51) and letting 83 ~ °gives

¢(O, 0, 0) = 1/,(0,0, 0){¢3(0, 0, 0) + <1>(0,0, O)}

and differentiating (52) with respect to 83 gives

(55)
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Hence we have expressed ¢(51,52, 0) in ¢(O, 0, 0) and the known function TjJ(., ., .):

Letting 51 -+ °in (54) gives

¢(0,52,0) = 1I'(0,52,0){¢3(0,0,0)+ ¢(O,O,O)

+ 52(¢dO, 0, 0) + ¢] (O,O,O))} (58)

and differentiation of (52) and (53) with respect to 5] gives

)
9(0.0,0)

¢](O,O,O = 'lI'(O,O,O)Jj'dO,O,O).

and

(59)

(60)

Hence we have expressed ¢(O, 82, 0) in ¢(O, 0, 0). We have so far succeeded
in expressing ¢(51,52,53) in ¢(0,5:?,53). and its special terms ¢(0,0,53) and
¢(O, 0, 0). A relation between ¢(O, 5:?, 53), ¢(O, 0, 83) and ¢(O, 0, 0) is obtained
in the following way. Rewrite (50) by multiplying both sides with 5]8253. This
gives

¢(51' 52, 53)5253[5] - Jj'(5] , 52, 83)] = ti'(8]. 8:?, 83) {8283(53 - 1)¢(5], 52, 0)

+52(52 - 53)¢(5], 0, 83) + 83(8] - 82 )¢(O, 82,053)

+52(52 - 53)(83 - 1)¢(5], 0, 0) + 053(8] - 8:d(53 - 1)¢(0, 52, 0)

+(8] - 52)(52 - 53)¢(0, 0, 53) + (5] - 82)(52 - 83)(53 - 1)¢(0, 0, O)}. (61)

Now let 0"1 =0"1(82,53) for fixed 52 and 83 be the unique solution within the
unit disk of 5] ='IN5] , 52, 53). Then

8~

¢(0,S2,53) = (1- 83)¢(0,S2,0) + (1- -=-)¢(0,0,S3)
53

+(53 - 1)(1 - 52 )¢(O, 0, 0) + 82 {(83 - 1)9(0"],52,0)
83 82 - 17]

52 . 5~

+(- -1)¢((j],0,53) + (1- -':')(1- 53)¢((j],0,0)}.
53 53

Hence we have expressed ¢(O, 52, S3) in terms of ¢(O, 0, 53) and ¢(O, 0, 0).
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We next express 4>(0,0,53) in 4>(0,0,0). Substitution of 51 = 52 = 5 in (61)
gives

4>(5,5,83)553[5 - .,p(5, 8, 83)] = .,p(8, 8, 53){853(53 - 1)4>(8,8,0)

+8(8 - 83)4>(8,0,53) + 5(5 - 83)(53 - 1)9(5,0,0).

Now let (72 =(72(83) for fixed 53 denote the unique solution within the unit disk
of 5 = .,p(5, 5, 53)' Then we have

and so we have expressed 9(0,0,53) via (52), (53), (57) and (62) in 4>(0,0,0).
Finally we get 4>(0,0,0) from (57) and the normalization condition 4>(1,1,0) =
1- .,pl(l, 1, 1) - .,p2(1, 1, 1) - .,p3(1, 1, 1).

For four or more queues, a similar approach should be followed. The analo
gon of (5) and (50) in the case of four queues is:

9(51,52,53,54) = 1/)(51,82,53,54) {2-[9(51,52,53,54) - 4>(81,52,53,0)
51

-9(51,52,0,54) - ¢(51,0,53,54) - 6(0,82.83,54) + 4>(51,52,0,0)

+9(51,0,83,0) + 4>(51,0,0,54) + 0(0,52,83,0) + 9(0,52,0,54)

+4>(0,0,53,54) - 9(51,0,0,0) - 4;(0,52,0,0) - 6(0,0,53,0)

-9(0,0,0,54) + 9(0, 0, 0, 0)]
54 [ "+- 4>(51,82,83,0) - 9(81,52,0, 0) - o( 0,82.83. 0) - o(81,0,83,0)
81

+4>(81,0,0,0) + 4>(0, 52, 0, 0) + 0(0,0,83,0) - 9(0,0,0,0)]

+~[9(81'82, 0, 84) - 6(81.52.0,0) - (;(S], 0. 0, 84) - 6(0,52,0,84)
81 84

+4>(81,0,0,0) + 9(0.82,0,0) + 6(0,0,0.54) - 9(0,0,0,0)]
8~

+-- [9(51,0,83,54) - 9(81,0,83,0) - 4;(51,0,0,84) - 4>(0,0,53,84)
81 83

+4>(81,0,0,0) + 9(0,0,83,0) + 0(0,0,0,54) - 9(0,0,0,0)]
1

+-[9(0,82,83,84) - 4;(0,82,53,0) - 4>(0,82,0,84) - 9(0,0,83,84)
82

+9(0,82,0,0) + 4>(0, 0, 53. 0) + 9(0,0,0,54) - 4>(0,0,0,0)]

+ 83 [4>(8),82,0,0) - 4>(81,0,0,0) - 4>(0,52.0,0) + 4>(0,0,0,0)]
81
52 84

+-[¢(81, 0, 83, 0) - 4)(51,0,0,0) - 4>(0,0,83,0) + ¢(O, 0, 0, 0)]
81 53

82 '
+-[4>(51,0,0,84) - ¢(81' 0, 0, 0) - 4>(0,0,0,84) + ¢leO, 0, 0, 0)]

81 84
84

+-[¢(O, 82, 83, 0) - ¢leO, 82, 0, 0) - ¢(O, 0, 83, 0) + 9(0,0,0,0)]
82
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+~[q\(0, 82, 0, 84) - ~6(0, 82, 0,0) - $(0,0,0,84) + $(0, 0, 0, 0)]
8284

+~[4>(0, 0, 83, 84) - ¢)(O, 0, 0, 84) - $(0,0,83,0) + $(0,0,0,0)]
83
~ ~ ]+-[4>(81,0,0,0) - 4>(0,0,0,0)] + - [4>(0,82,0,0) - 4>(0,0,0,0)
81 82

+ 84 [4>(0, 0, 83, 0) - 4>(0,0,0,0)] + ~[4>(0, 0, 0, 84) - 4>(0,0,0,0)]
83 84

+4>(0,0,0,0)}. (63)

Taking 84 --. °in (63) leads to an expression for 9(81,82,83,0) in 4>(81,82,0,0)
and 4>4(81,82,0,0), and eventually only in $(0,0, O. 0) and known functions. Tak
ing 83 --. °in (63) eventually only leaves rf> functions with zeros on the first three
positions, and taking 82 --.0 in (63) eventually only leaves $ functions with zeros
on the first two positions. It remains to determine 4>(0,82,83,84), 4>(0,0,83,84),
4>(0,0,0,84) and 4>(0,0,0,0). For this purpose, multiply (63) with 81828384.
Now consider the unique solution of 81 =1/'(81,82,83,84) in the unit 81 disk for
fixed 82,83,84, This expresses 4>(0,82,83,84) in </)(0,0,83,84), 4>(0,0,0,84) and
4>(0,0,0,0). Subsequently the same procedure is followed for 8 =1(;(8,8,83,84)
and t = 1(;(t, t, t, 84)' Finally the remaining unknown ¢J(O, 0, 0, 0) is determined
from a normalization condition.

Remark: It would be interesting to interpret taking 81 =82, and 81 =82 =
83, (hence aggregating queue lengths in t.he fi rst few queues) in terms of the
queue reduction procedure of IVlorrison [:3]. l\lorrison shows the following for
the type of queueing network studied in the present paper: Upstream queues
Q1 and Q2 may be replaced by a single equivalent queue (h with a certain
prescribed input and the same output as Q2: similarly Ql, Q2 and Q3 may
be replaced by a single equivalent queue Q3. While this reduction procedure
does not yield the joint queue length distribution that has been derived in the
present paper, it does contribute to one's understanding of the tractability of
the analysis of this tandem model.
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